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A­B­STRA­CT: The Upper Cretaceous Tres Pas­os Forma­tion, ex­posed on the Sierra Con­treras, sou­thern Chile, pro­vides an ex­cep­tion­al op­por­tu­nity to doc­u­ment well-ex­posed de­pos­i­tional re­la­tion­ships be­tween fine-grained mass­-transport de­pos­i­tions (MTDs) and over­ly­ing tur­biditic sandstone de­pos­i­tions in an an­cient deep-water slope sys­tem. The lat­eral con­ti­nu­ity of the reser­voir­-scale sandstone-rich fa­cies at this out­crop is con­trolled prin­cipally by sur­face topo­graphy in­trin­sic to the MTDs, where over­ly­ing, con­for­mable sandstone beds pin­ch out and lap onto the re­la­tive topo­graph­ic highs of the MTD upper sur­faces. Tur­bidite ar­chi­te­cure evolves to more later­ally con­tin­u­ous, sheet-like de­pos­i­tions as a re­sult of de­pos­i­tional smoothen­ing of MTD topo­graph­ic relief and dimin­ished con­fin­men­tion. An MTD sur­face topo­graphy model con­taining a hier­ar­chy of three funda­men­tal tiers of MTD upper sur­face topo­graphy is iden­ti­fied at the Sierra Con­treras and is defined by the max­i­mum val­ues of the ho­ri­zen­tal (x) and the ver­ti­cal (y) di­mensions of the topo­graphy re­la­tive to local el­e­va­tion. Each tier of the hier­ar­chy is dis­tin­guished from the next by ap­prox­i­mately one or­der of mag­ni­tude dif­fer­ence in both of the two di­mensions. Tier 1 MTD sur­face topo­graphy is up to sev­eral met­ers in mag­ni­tude in the x and y di­mensions and cre­ates lo­cal po­ck­ets of pond­ed sandstone. Tier 2 MTD sur­face topo­graphy is 10 met­ers to sev­eral tens of met­ers in the x di­men­sion and sev­eral met­ers to sev­eral tens of met­ers in the y di­men­sion. This scale of topo­graphy can later­ally com­part­men­tal­ize dis­crete pa­ck­ages of sandstone. The large­st scale of MTD sur­face topo­graphy, Tier 3, is sev­eral hun­dred met­ers in both the x and y di­mensions and can la­ter­ally di­vide (in at least two di­mensions) kilo­me­ter-scale sed­i­ment-gravity-flow con­duits, signif­i­cantly com­part­men­tal­izing sandstone de­pos­i­tions. The cyclic pack­ag­ing of sand­stone and MTDs ob­served at the out­crop sug­gest the de­pos­i­tional sur­face topo­graphy was ad­just­ing be­tween grad­ed (con­struk­tional) and out-of-grade (de­gradational) con­di­tions in this over­all pro­grad­ing slope sys­tem.

The MTD sur­face topo­graphy hier­ar­chy pre­sented here is applicable at a range of scales in an­alo­gous MTD-dom­i­nated deep-water slope en­vi­ron­ments, from re­lat­ively high-res­olu­tion an­cient out­crops to lower-res­olu­tion seis­mic-reflec­tion-based stud­ies. Whilst the tiers are sev­er­ally se­ces­sively sepa­rated by an or­der of mag­ni­tude in size, there is range within the hier­ar­chy with re­spect to the topo­graphic di­mensions facili­tat­ing a more flex­i­ble com­par­i­son of geogra­ph­i­cally sepa­rated MTDs.

INTRODUCTION

Mass movement is de­fined as the move­ment of sed­i­ment driven di­rect­ly by gra­vi­ty rather than by in­ter­stitial fluid mo­tion (Mid­dle­ton and Ham­pton 1976), and has been argued to be the prin­cipal trans­port pro­cess oper­at­ing on con­ti­nental slopes (Nardin et al. 1979). The de­pos­i­tions of sub­ma­rine mass move­ment (mass-transport de­pos­i­tions or MTDs) are de­fined by Nardin et al. (1979) to in­clude de­bris-flow de­pos­i­tions, which are mar­ket sup­ported and show lit­tle pre­ferred fab­ric, and slides, which are move­ments of es­sen­tially rigid, in­ternal­ly under­de­formed mas­ses along di­sc­on­te­grate surf­aces. MTDs and their as­soci­ated fail­ure scarps play a pri­mary role in con­trol­ling the gen­er­al di­ver­si­ty and fab­ric ar­chi­te­cure of over­ly­ing tur­biditic sandstone de­pos­i­tions, but the bed-scale re­la­tion­ships be­tween the fine- and coarse­-grained de­pos­i­tions is not well docu­mented. Deposi­tion of tur­biditic sandstone can be af­fected by MTDs in the fol­low­ing ways: (1) failure might cre­ate ac­com­mo­da­tion or by sed­i­ment evac­u­a­tion (Hack­bar­th and Shew 1994; Shultz

et al. 2005), cre­ating con­duits fa­vor­able for fo­cus­ing tur­bid­i­ty-cur­rent flow and de­pos­i­tion; (2) ob­sta­cles might be cre­ated by the MTDs, which re­direc­tur­bid­i­ty cur­rents (e.g., Ka­tens and Shor 1985; Pick­ering and Cor­re­gi­dor 2005); (3) lo­cal topo­graphy fa­vor­able for sed­i­ment pond­ing might be cre­ated by ir­reg­u­lar sur­face de­pos­i­tions of MTDs (e.g., Shor and Pi­per 1989; Pick­ering and Cor­re­gi­dor 2000; Shultz et al. 2005).

Ir­reg­u­lar sur­face de­pos­i­tions of seafloor MTDs have been docu­mented in a num­ber of data­sets, in­clud­ing high-res­olu­tion seis­mic-reflec­tion data (e.g., Ham­pton et al. 1996; Pi­per et al. 1997) and pet­ro­leum-in­dustry sub­sur­face seis­mic-reflec­tion data (Mo­scardelli et al. 2006; Gar­zia­gli­a et al. 2008). Stra­ti­fied blocks con­tained with­in MTDs, but pro­trud­ing above the sur­face, have been docu­mented us­ing seis­mic-reflec­tion data. These blocks con­tri­bute to the ir­reg­u­lar na­ture of the top sur­faces (e.g., Shor and Pi­per 1989; Boe et al. 2000; de Ru­ig and Hub­bard 2006; Hub­bard et al. 2008a). These ir­reg­u­lar sur­faces can have lo­cal ver­ti­cal rel­i­ef (height) of up to 100 m (Mi­cgil­ver­ey et al. 2004). In some cases where blocks have slid on the seafloor, whilst en­trained with­in an MTD, they dis­play sur­face areas of up to 25 km2 (Lastras et al. 2002). How­ever, the min­i­mum resolv­able re­sol­u­tion of pet­ro­leum-in­dustry seis­mic-reflec­tion data (e.g., ap­prox­i­mately 30 m max­i­mum ver­ti­cal) can make it dif­fi­cult to de­termine...
whether the irregular top surface of an MTD is a depositional feature, a result of post depositional erosion, or a combination of both.

The nature of the bed-scale relationship between fine- and coarse-grained facies with respect to this depositional topography is generally poorly understood, largely owing to: (1) the scarcity of well-exposed fine-grained outcrop sections; (2) the relatively low resolution of exploration-depth 3D seismic-reflection data; and (3) the paucity of core/well control associated with high-resolution seismic-reflection data. Understanding the geometries of MTD failure scarps, the associated deposits, and the distribution of sandy elements, both spatially and temporally, is crucial to understanding the depositional evolution of a deep-water slope environment and is critical towards developing a predictive tool for petroleum reservoir evaluation in such depositionally complex settings.

The Sierra Contreras in the Ultima Esperanza District of southern Chile offers a rare opportunity to better understand the spatial and temporal distribution and the architectural evolution of sandstone in an ancient MTD-dominated, topographically complex deep-water slope environment due to the extent and quality of outcrop exposure. Multiple scales of MTD surface topography, and the effect on turbidite architecture, are recognized in at least two dimensions (from bed scale to reservoir scale) and placed into a hierarchical classification scheme. This scheme ties the bed-scale geometries to explicit lithologic control over several kilometers of outcrop, surpassing the resolution acquired with industry-standard seismic-reflection data and allow for the development of models to explain facies distribution in similar depositional environments.

GEOLOGIC AND STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING

The Cretaceous Magallanes foreland basin is located in the Ultima Esperanza District of southern Chile near the Parque Nacional Torres del Paine (Fig. 1A). Developed as a successor basin built upon the Jurassic Rocas Verdes rift basin, deep-water sedimentation in the Magallanes basin began in the Early Cretaceous related to loading by obducted oceanic crust, which caused flexural subsidence in the retroarc position (Dalziel 1986; Dalziel and Brown 1989; Wilson 1991; Fildani and Hessler 2005). Deep-water sedimentation persisted throughout the Cretaceous, as recorded by the Punta Barrosa and Cerro Toro formations and capped by the slope deposits of the Tres Pasos Formation (Fig. 2; Katz 1963; Scott 1966; Natland et al. 1974; Biddle et al. 1986; Wilson 1991). The overlying uppermost Cretaceous shallow marine and deltaic deposits of the Dorotea Formation record the final filling of the basin (Macellari et al. 1989). Paleocurrent data from these formations indicate a north-to-south transport direction, parallel to the trend of the fold–thrust belt and consistent with a longitudinal basin axis (Fildani and Hessler 2005; Shultz et al. 2005; Hubbard et al. 2008b). Eastward migration of the fold–thrust belt continued into the Tertiary, uplifting the deep-water strata into their present position (Wilson 1991).

The Tres Pasos Formation (1000–1500 m thick) is exposed for more than 100 km in a roughly north–south-trending monocline. The lithostratigraphic base of the Tres Pasos is defined as the first significant sandstone section overlying the shaly upper Cerro Toro Formation (Katz 1963). This study focuses on approximately 500 m of slope deposits of the uppermost Cerro Toro Formation and the lower Tres Pasos Formation, which are superbly exposed at the Sierra Contreras. This outcrop is approximately 2 km long and trends approximately W–E (Fig. 1B). This adds an additional dimension to both the stratigraphic interpretation and the model developed at this outcrop.

The west face trends NW–SE and is approximately 2 km in length, displaying a view slightly oblique to depositional dip (paleoflow is approximately to the south; cf. Shultz et al. 2005). The south face trends E–W and is also approximately 2 km long, displaying the most extensive and well-exposed depositional strike view in the Tres Pasos Formation, not previously described. Four sandstone units (10–80 m thick) are defined on the west face (Fig. 3A). Units A–D (oldest to youngest, see Fig. 3B for location of D). Units B and C are the lower and upper sandstone units, respectively, of Shultz et al. (2005). The sandstone units are separated by fine-grained units (96–160 m thick), numbered 1–4 (oldest to youngest), which are dominated by MTDs. Two principal sandstone units are defined on the south face (B′ and C, oldest to youngest, Fig. 3B). Unit B′ is stratigraphically coeval with Unit B; however, MTDs of Units 2 and 3 laterally separate them. Unit C can be traced from the west face to the south face.

METHODS

Approximately 1400 m of detailed measured section (10 cm resolution), photographic documentation, and bed correlations form the
foundation of the dataset. Sections are tied by physically walking out beds and/or photomosaic correlation.

Lithofacies at the Sierra Contreras, described below after Shultz et al. (2005), are defined as groups of genetically related sedimentation units (e.g., beds deposited during an individual sediment-gravity-flow event), which in turn are defined by sedimentary structures (the finest scale of observation). The lithofacies defined here are comparable in scale to the third-order architectural elements of Ghosh and Lowe (1993) and Lowe and Ghosh (2004).

The top surfaces of MTDs are delineated using a hierarchical classification scheme determined by the $x$ and $y$ (i.e., horizontal and vertical, respectively) dimensions of top surface topographic features and the apparent influence on overlying turbidite architectures. Topography is defined as the relative elevations of features on the MTD surface. Each tier in the hierarchy presented here is distinguished from the next by an order of magnitude in the $x$ and $y$ dimensions.

**LITHOFACIES**

The stratigraphic section exposed at the Sierra Contreras can be subdivided into three lithofacies: (1) medium- to thick-bedded sandstone

---

### Table: Stratigraphic Column

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Depositional Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70 Ma</td>
<td>Dorotea Fm</td>
<td>shallow marine and deltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Ma</td>
<td>Cerro Toro Fm</td>
<td>deep-marine (channel belt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Ma</td>
<td>Punta Barrosa Fm</td>
<td>deep-marine (unconfined)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2.**—Generalized stratigraphic column for the Magallanes foreland basin strata. The Punta Barrosa Formation marks the onset of coarse-grained deep-water sedimentation and initiation of foreland subsidence in the region. Thick, conglomeratic submarine channel-belt deposits characterize the Cerro Toro Formation. The Tres Pasos and overlying Dorotea formations record the culmination of deep-water sedimentation in the basin. An outcrop of slope deposits in the lower part of the Tres Pasos Formation is the focus of this study. Figure modified from Fildani and Hessler (2005). Dashed-line box marks approximate stratigraphic location of Figure 5.

**Fig. 3.**—A) The west face of the Sierra Contreras, with stratigraphic units discussed in this paper delineated. Four fine-grained units are identified on the west face, dominated by MTDs, numbered 1–4. Four coarse-grained units are identified on the west face, with the units delineated. B) The south face of the Sierra Contreras, with the units delineated. Two coarse-grained units are identified on this face, Unit B and Unit C. Star indicates the same geographic point in both photos.
(individual beds from 10 cm to 3 m); (2) silty shale and thin-bedded sandstone (individual beds from mm to 10 cm); and (3) chaotic deposits.

**Lithofacies 1 (L-1): Medium- to Thick-Bedded Sandstone**

Description.—Lithofacies 1 is dominated by medium- and thick-bedded sandstone with thin shale partings (Fig. 4A) and is commonly found to concordantly overlie deposits of Lithofacies 3. Sedimentation units (beds that represent an individual gravity-flow event) are typically 10 cm to several meters thick, are normally graded, and consist of medium-grained sandstone. Individual sedimentation units are commonly characterized by massive bases, which grade normally into planar laminae and are capped by millimeter- to centimeter-scale silty shale. Evidence of minor scour (e.g., flute casts) is common on the soles of sandstone beds. These sedimentation units are generally tabular and can be traced laterally for at least several hundred meters; however, minor scour-filled lenticularity (several meters change in thickness over several hundred meters) is observed near the bases of the sandstone units.

Interpretation.—The thick, medium-grained sedimentation units (> 30 cm) in L-1 are interpreted as the deposits of high-density turbidity currents deposited under waning flow conditions; thinner beds represent the deposits of either low-density or high-density turbidity currents (Bouma 1962; Lowe 1982). The normally graded and planar-laminated divisions of sedimentation units are interpreted as the T_a–T_b Bouma divisions, respectively. The silty shale beds observed in this lithofacies were deposited from suspension and dilute muddy turbidity currents (“background” deposition). The increased lenticularity of beds at the bases of the sandstone units might suggest increased confinement during deposition. The tabular geometries are indicative of deposition in a relatively unconfined setting.

**Lithofacies 2 (L-2): Silty Shale and Thin-Bedded Sandstone**

Description.—This lithofacies consists of thinly laminated silty shale interbedded with thin-bedded sandstone beds (Fig. 4B). Sedimentation units are typically several millimeters to 10 cm in thickness and composed of very fine- to medium-grained sandstone. Beds of medium-grained sandstone are generally massive and normally graded. Beds composed of very fine- to fine-grained sandstone are interbedded with shale and commonly show traction structures, and are tabular for at least hundreds of meters. Organic detritus (e.g., wood and plant fragments) is abundant in the finer-grained beds.
Interpretation.—L-2 is interpreted as the deposits of sandy low-density turbidity currents (Bouma 1962), interbedded with silty shale that accumulated from suspension fall out and more dilute turbidity currents.

Lithofacies 3 (L-3): Chaotic Deposits

Lithofacies 3 stratigraphically separates the sandstone units and is responsible for most of the measured stratigraphy at the Sierra Contreras (approximately 70%). The excellent exposure at this outcrop provides an opportunity to further delineate this lithofacies, which aids the analysis of MTD surface topography.

Description.—L-3 is observed between the thick-bedded sandstone of L-1, and is characterized by a poorly sorted silty shale matrix containing deformed sandstone clasts up to several tens of meters in diameter (Fig. 4C). Large (at least 100 m² in cross section) sandstone blocks are commonly oriented subparallel to oblique relative to bedding in both the overlying and underlying sandstone units. The blocks are medium-grained sandstone (similar to L-1) and display varying degrees of soft-sediment deformation at their margins. Contacts between L-3 and the underlying sandstone are sharp and relatively planar with only local minor erosion. Conformable contacts between the contorted silty shale of L-3 and overlying sandstone are sharp and relatively planar with only local minor erosion. Conformable contacts at the top of L-3 the topographic relief can be up to one order of magnitude larger in the horizontal and vertical dimensions.

Interpretation.—The chaotic deposits of L-3 are interpreted to represent matrix-supported debris-flow deposits. The cohesive freezing of these deposits (Middleton and Hampton 1973, 1976) is thought to be responsible for the minor irregularities of the top surfaces. The structures are frozen examples of those formed during actual flow (Embley 1980). The minor erosion into the underlying sandstone implies conformable debris-flow deposition relatively soon after sandstone deposition (prior to lithification). Where clasts are mappable (at least 100 m² in cross section) they are termed “rafts” or rafted blocks (although not strictly occurring at the tops of MTDs, Fig. 4D). The random orientation of these blocks, relative to bedding, suggests that they were supported and rotated by the flow during movement and not solely translated as slide blocks. Rafted blocks are responsible for significant topographic relief (up to several tens of meters in the horizontal and vertical dimensions) on the top surfaces of the chaotic deposits.

STRATIGRAPHIC EVOLUTION OF THE SANDSTONE UNITS

Unit A

Unit A, on the west face of the Sierra Contreras, is the lowest mappable sandstone unit, which marks the onset of relatively significant sandy deposition in this deep-water slope environment (Fig. 5). This unit is 10 m thick and has a relatively sharp contact with the underlying MTDs of Unit 1. Unit A is present only in the northern half of the west face (over approximately 500 m); the coeval stratigraphy on the west face depositionally updip and downdip of Unit A is dominated by MTDs, although the relationship is poorly exposed. There is minimal evidence of erosion into underlying Unit 1. This sand-rich unit is dominated by L-1, with individual beds internally pinching out over approximately 100 m.

Unit B

The fine-grained deposits of Unit 2, underlying Unit B, are approximately 96 m thick where measured, although this thickness is variable (Fig. 6A), and are dominated by L-3. Rafted blocks are more abundant near the top of this unit, creating topographic relief on the MTD top surface. The thickness of overlying Unit B varies from 27 m at the northern end of the Sierra Contreras to 21 m 2 km to the south, reaching a maximum thickness of 34 m in between (Fig. 6A). Unit B displays a thick (approximately 1.5 m) basal succession rich in mudstone clasts that decrease in concentration vertically. The mud clasts are silty and several centimeters in size, with long axes oriented parallel to bedding. Wedging beds are present in the basal sections of this unit, pinching out onto the underlying rugose surface of Unit 2. Unit B is primarily composed of L-1 with approximately 5 m of L-2 dominating the middle of the unit on the west face (Fig. 6A). This section of L-2 can be traced laterally over 1 km on the west face.
A. Sandstone (equivalent to L-1, medium-grained, medium-to-thick-bedded sandstone)

Silty shale (equivalent to L-2, shale and thin-bedded very fine- to medium-grained sandstone)

MTDs (equivalent to L-3)

Rifted blocks within L-3. Blocks are represented in their actual geographic and stratigraphic location. Their size, depicted here, is accurate relative to the thickness of the MTDs within which they occur.

Bed correlations (from field observations)

Bed correlations (inferred)

West face of the Sierra Contreras
A) Cross-section (including five measured sections over 2 km) of the west face of the Sierra Contreras (Fig. 3A) with bed correlations and paleoflow measurements. Depositional dip on the cross section is approximately to the south (right). B) Cross section correlating the west and south faces at the Sierra Contreras. The west-face cross section has had the top trimmed to accommodate the south face (Fig. 3B) section. See Figure 6A for the entire west-face cross section. Units are correlated between the two faces.
Unit B

Unit B is the lowest and thickest sandstone unit observed on the south face and is approximately 117 m thick (Fig. 6B). The middle of Unit B is approximately stratigraphically coeval with Unit B on the west face, yet the two units pinch out toward each other into MTDs (Figs. 5, 6B). L-1 is the dominant lithofacies in Unit B, which is commonly separated by packages (approximately 10 m thick) of L-2 and L-3. L-3 comprises packages about 10 m thick; therefore, they are incorporated into the overall thickness of Unit B. The position of the section on the west face that is coeval with the basal and topmost parts of Unit B is dominated by MTDs (Units 2 and 3, respectively).

Unit C

The fine-grained unit underlying Unit C is Unit 3, which is 128 m thick in the northern part of the west face and gradually thickens to a maximum of 161 m over a distance of 2 km to the south. L-3 dominates this unit; however, there is approximately 10 m of L-2 at the base of the unit and an approximately 40-m-thick section of L-2 approximately 45 m above the base (Fig. 6A). Imbricated rafted blocks within L-3 crop out near the top of Unit 3 (Fig. 6A). These are several hundred square meters in cross section and are observed approximately 400 m down depositional dip from a slump scar documented by Shultz et al. (2005, their fig. 12). Whilst it is likely that, in general, the failure bowl itself creates the largest order of accommodation (cf. Hackbarth and Shew 1994), these blocks create topography at the top of Unit 3 approximately 10 m in the vertical and 30 m in the horizontal dimensions. Approximately 100 m to the north of these blocks, the basal beds of Unit C lap onto a similar scale of topography. The top approximately 60 m of Unit 3 can be traced across the south face across the top of Unit B.

Unit C overlies Unit 3 and can be traced across both faces. The erosional top surface of the mountain is on the west face within Unit C, and this unit thickens from 30 m in the north to 87 m where measured in the south (Fig. 6A). Unit C is composed of L-1 with a 6-m-thick section of L-2 10 meters above the base of the unit. This section can be traced across the west face and forms an effective datum for section correlation (Fig. 6A, B).

Approximately 10 m of medium-bedded sandstone beds (L-1) lap onto the underlying topography of Unit 3 associated with imbricated rafted blocks (Fig. 7). The margin between the MTDs and the sandstone dips southeast 13° relative to bedding. Paleoflow is observed between 160° and 180°. The outcrop face trends northwest–southeast, displaying a view oblique to depositional dip. Wedging is locally present in the basal several meters of Unit C, where it is affected by underlying topography (several meters in the x and y dimensions). Turbidite beds, dipping down depositional dip between 3° and 10°, shingle away from the small-scale topography created by the imbricated rafted blocks. The shingled section is approximately 8 m thick with evidence of scour at the top surface. Scour locally incises up to several meters, filled with lenticular beds several tens of centimeters thick in places. The 6-m-thick section of L-2 that can be traced across the outcrop occurs above the shingled bed (Fig. 7). The approximately 15-m-thick section of L-1 sandstone above the fine-grained deposits is tabular and laterally extensive.

Unit D

Unit D overlies the approximately 136-m-thick section of Unit 4. Unit 4 is dominated by L-3 with dispersed rafted blocks throughout. One particular block is coarse grained, several 100 m² in cross section and contains a 15-cm-thick bed rich in disarticulated and fragmented shelly material.

The overlying Unit D is approximately 10 m thick and composed of L-1 (Fig. 6A). The unit can be traced for approximately 300 meters before pinching out. This unit is bounded laterally by the underlying MTDs of Unit 4. Minor loading is present at the base of Unit D in addition to downward sandstone injection into the underlying fine-grained deposits. No shale drape or coarse lag deposits are observed between the underlying MTD and the basal sandstone. This unit forms the top surface of the mountain at the corner between the west and south faces (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

Surface Hierarchy of Mass-Transport Deposits

The MTDs (i.e., L-3) at the Sierra Contreras display very irregular top surfaces, which are highlighted by the overlying, onlapping sandstone units. MTD surface topography arises from local shaly mounds and rafted sandstone blocks of various sizes (Figs. 8A–D, 9). The paucity of truncated shale on the top surfaces indicates that erosion by subsequent turbidity currents was minimal, although it is not entirely discounted.

The first tier of the hierarchy of surfaces relates to topographic features several meters in horizontal and vertical dimensions. Such features are interpreted to be inherent to the viscous nature of cohesive debris flows and form randomly as a result of cohesive freezing (Embly 1980). Overlying sand deposits commonly modify these features by inducing loading. The basal beds (up to several meters) of the overlying sandstone unit pinch sharply toward these features until the topographic depression is filled by sand (Fig. 8A). Sandstone units confined by this small-scale topography are typically wedge-shaped L-1 and laterally discontinuous. Sandstone beds above these deposits are more laterally continuous and are limited by the next tier of topographic feature.

The next scale of topographic feature (Tier 2) is one order of magnitude larger (i.e., tens of meters) in the two dimensions observed. This scale of topography on MTD top surfaces is a result of rafted sandstone blocks near or at the top of the chaotic deposits of L-3 (Fig. 8B, C, D). The size of the topography is determined by the size of the rafted block and the degree to which it protrudes above the top surface at the time of deposition. Basal beds of overlying sandstone units pinch toward and lap onto the topographic high formed by the block(s). Similarly to the first scale of topography, when the onlapping beds reach the highest point created by the topography the blocks become more laterally continuous (sheet-like) as they evolve into relative unconfinement. Such beds are laterally continuous until confined by the next tier of MTD surface topography. The magnitude and abundance of rafted blocks determine the continuity in the basal sections of the sandstone units. Variations in the strength of the debris-flow matrix at the time of deposition might also be an important factor influencing the distribution of large rafted blocks (Kastens and Shor 1985). Although the third dimension of the blocks is not evident at the outcrop, it is assumed to be similar, certainly within an order of magnitude, to the horizontal scale measured (the x axis). This is consistent with rafted blocks resolved in three dimensions (e.g., Shor and Piper 1989; Posamentier and Walker 2006).

The largest scale of MTD surface topography (Tier 3) is one order of magnitude larger than Tier 2 (i.e., hundreds of meters or more) in at least the two dimensions observed, and is interpreted to be the result of an individual MTD (or outsized rafted block) or large-scale hummocky topography on the MTD top surface. From seafloor examples this irregular topography has been documented to reach up to 100 m (McGilvery et al. 2004). Such large-scale features might define bounding margins of sites of slope accommodation, as is the case for Unit B (at least in two dimensions) on the south face bounded to the west by Unit 2 (Figs. 3B, 5, 6B). The bounding unit to the east of Unit B is not well exposed, yet Unit B appears to pinch out over several hundred meters into shale. Unit 2, where it confines Unit B to the west has some three dimensionality as it forms a ridge coming out of the mountain several hundred meters. This supports the interpretation of a 3D topographic feature on the seafloor.
FIG. 7.—A) Photomosaic of Unit C affected by the imbricated rafted blocks observed at the top of Unit 3. B) A line interpretation of bed architecture in this unit. The lowermost several meters of Unit C fill in Tier 1 MTD surface topography. As the next scale of topography (Tier 2) is filled in, beds shingle to the south. The topography on top of the imbricated blocks is finally smoothed out by a 6 m interval of L-1 that can be traced across the west face. Sandstone beds above this are tabular and laterally extensive.
The Influence of MTD Surface Topography on Sand Deposition and Stratigraphic Architecture

Unit A.—The deposits of Unit A represent the fill of a pre-existing sediment dispersal pathway on the MTD top surface, potentially defined by Tier 2 MTD surface topography in the underlying Unit 1, although the margins are poorly exposed. The absence of sandstone loading and the presence of a sharp contact between the fine-grained and coarse-grained deposits suggest some erosion and incision by turbidity currents flowing over the MTD surface; however, truncation of MTD shale is not observed. The wedging observed within this unit is a result of the increased degree of confinement due to the rugose MTD top surface.

Unit B.—The lowest 10 m of Unit B (at the thickest measured point) fills in the accommodation created by several examples of Tier 2 MTD surface topography (Fig. 7B, C, D). This Tier 2 MTD surface topography is healed and beds evolve vertically to more tabular, sheet-like deposits (as documented by Shultz et al. 2005). The variable thickness (21–27 m) of Unit B along the west face (over approximately 2 km) is interpreted to be a result of the undulating surface and the variable thickness of the underlying Unit 2 MTDs. The locally amalgamated package of sandstone in the middle of Unit B on the west face (Fig. 6A, northern part of Unit B) is inferred to represent deposition away from the margins that define the overall accommodation.

Unit B’.—Tier 3 MTD surface topography laterally separates Unit B and Unit B’. The increased thickness of Unit B’ relative to Unit B implies that larger accommodation existed in the area occupied by Unit B’, likely as a result of the variable relief created by the flanks of the local MTD. The presence of this seafloor topography might have deflected and captured an increased number of flows, resulting in the thicker preserved section. The presence of the increased number of thin (approximately 10 m) MTDs within Unit B’ (Fig. 6B) might represent local slumping off of the steep flanks of the bounding MTD or a relatively unstable source area up depositional dip.

Unit C.—The distinct Tier 2 topography at the top of Unit 3 is interpreted to be a result of syn depositional imbricate thrusting along a

Fig. 8.—Examples of MTD surface topography. A) MTD surface topography Tier 1. A shaly mound on the top surface of the MTDs interpreted to have formed by the depositional freezing of a cohesive debris flow. The topography is several meters in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. Overlying sandstone beds pinch sharply toward and lap onto the feature. B, C, D) Examples of Tier 2 MTD surface topography. Rafted sandstone blocks form this scale of topography. The scale of topography varies from meters to several tens of meters in the vertical dimension and 10 m to several tens of meters in the horizontal dimension. Sandstone beds pinch toward and lap onto the topographic high.
planar surface and is responsible for locally confining the basal approximately 10 m of overlying Unit C and creating the complex internal architecture (Fig. 7).

This Tier 2 topography created an area of local flow perturbation on the seafloor as turbidity currents were deflected around it. Flow constriction might have occurred if there was similar topography orthogonal to the margin observed. The flow deflection created the oblique-lateral accretion of bar forms shingling away from the margin (Fig. 7). The scour observed at the top of the shingling section is likely to be a product of localized erosion by subsequent sediment gravity flows. The 6 m section of L-2 (Figs. 6A, B, 7) that can be traced across the outcrop indicates that the highest point of the underlying topography had been smoothed out. The lateral continuity of subsequent sandstone beds indicates deposition in an unconfined setting.

**Unit D.**—The fine-grained unit (Unit 4) underlying Unit D (Fig. 6A) is likely to be an amalgamation of MTDs within the largest order of accommodation; however, potential bounding surfaces, or sections of L-2, are not exposed. The subsequent sandy unit (Unit D) is interpreted as the fill of a narrow conduit on the MTD top surface, potentially bounded by Tier 2 topography (between the west and the south face). The absence of a basal lag deposit or shale drape, and the presence of sandstone loading and injection, indicate conformable deposition.

**Slope Evolution and Mass-Transport-Deposit Stacking Patterns**

The degree of disaggregation of mass movements generally increases with transport distance if slumps or slides evolve into debris flows down slope (e.g., Mulder and Coehonat 1996; Zhu et al. in press). The cross-sectional size and abundance of rafted sandstone blocks (Fig. 4D) within MTDs at the Sierra Contreras generally increase up section (e.g., Fig. 6A), suggesting that the upper part of the studied interval represents a more proximal position on a generalized slope profile. This progradational signature is consistent with both basin-scale filling patterns of the Tres Pasos and overlying Dorotea formations (Macellari et al. 1989), as well as outcrop-scale stacking patterns documented in the Tres Pasos Formation 20 km to the north (Romans et al. 2008). However, large coherent blocks can be transported long distances (tens of kilometers), both within the flow and as out-runner blocks, and be deposited beyond the base of slope (e.g., Naylor 1982; Hampton et al. 1996; Tripsanas et al. 2008), which, in this case, might suggest a more aggradational stacking pattern. The exceptional lateral exposure at the Sierra Contreras, however, provides additional information supporting the interpretation of basinward stepping in the slope system. The relationship of a failure scar and its associated MTDs approximately 400 m down depositional dip in the upper part of Unit 3 on the west face, first documented by Shultz et al. (2005, their fig. 12), indicates that these blocks were not transported long distances. Furthermore, the presence of the failure scar itself suggests that this was an area of the slope...
FIG. 10.—A) Plan view of the hummocky top surface of a shallow subsurface MTD using petroleum-industry 3D seismic-reflection data. Dashed line marks the location of the profile displayed in Part B. B) Seismic-reflection profile taken through the MTD deposits. The surface in Part A is highlighted on the profile. Ponded deposits are observed filling the accommodation created by the irregular surface. Tier 2 MTD surface topography described in this study can describe the MTD surface topography imaged in this view. (Modified from Posamentier and Walker 2006, with permission of SEPM).
Table 1.—Three tiers of mass-transport-deposit surface topography are defined at the Sierra Contreras. The cause of the topography and the effect on overlying turbidite architecture are outlined. See Figure 9 for the conceptual diagram of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Horizontal (x) axis of MTD surface topography</th>
<th>Vertical (y) axis of MTD surface topography</th>
<th>Topographic development</th>
<th>Effect on sandstone architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1: Meters to several meters.</td>
<td>Meters to several meters.</td>
<td>Locally irregular nature of the MTD top surface formed as a result of cohesive freezing. May include an element of loading from overlying sandstone.</td>
<td>Creates pods of sandstone on the surface of the MTD, which may enhance foundering. Individual sedimentation units may fill this scale of topography. Sandstone is locally ponded.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2: 10 m to several tens of meters.</td>
<td>Meters to several tens of meters.</td>
<td>Rafted sandstone blocks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3: 100 m to several hundreds of meters.</td>
<td>100 m to several hundreds of meters.</td>
<td>Individual MTD (or out-sized block).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A more detailed understanding of MTD facies and distribution was required to effectively model reservoirs. The relationship between fine-grained debris deposits and overlying coarser-grained sandstone deposits is the focus of numerous relatively deep penetration seismic-reflection-based exploration studies (e.g., in Gulf of Mexico salt-withdrawal minibasins by Prather et al. 1998; Badalini et al. 2000; and Beaubouef and Friedmann 2000; and offshore Trinidad and Tobago by Brami et al. 2000). These studies predominantly focused on external controls (e.g., changes in relative sea level) on the cyclicity of sequences of MTDs overlain by coarser-grained turbidites, and offered brief explanations of controls on turbidite distributions as a result of irregular MTD surface topography. For example, Badalini et al. (2000) presented isochron maps that illustrate topographic compensational filling of a coarse-grained submarine fan overlying an MTD in Basin IV of the Brazos–Trinity system in the Gulf of Mexico. The scales of MTD surface topography correspond with Tiers 2 and 3 of this study. Understanding the scale and distribution of rafted blocks had a large impact on the interpretation of a prospective play. For example, Heritier et al. (1979) initially interpreted the seismically mounded lower Eocene Frigg field (Frigg Formation) to represent the deposits of a submarine fan composed of channels and associated levees. However, Brewster (1991) revised this interpretation to include discontinuous debris-flow deposits.
CONCLUSION
The Sierra Contreras displays a number of well-exposed MTDs, which are conformably overlain by sandstone units. A combination of cohesive freezing, due to the relatively high viscosity of MTDs, and the size and abundance of the cast (raft) component can lead to a variable top surface on the MTDs during deposition. Where sandy facies are deposited soon after MTD emplacement, this variable MTD surface topography influences the lateral distribution of sandstone beds and might lead to localized compartmentalization of those beds. If the MTD surface topography is substantial enough in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions relative to the surrounding surface, it might serve to confine entire sandstone fairways, leading to a much larger scale of compartmentalization. The sandy facies evolves vertically from a more complicated internal architecture (e.g., wedging or lenticular) nearer the base, as a result of variable confinement, to more sheet-like and laterally extensive beds as the topography is healed and confinement diminishes. The MTD surface topography hierarchically developed from this outcrop, based on the scale and influence of the topography, leads to a better understanding of sandstone distribution and its stratigraphic evolution in depositional complex environments and will allow for the development of better informed petroleum reservoir models. Furthermore, this dataset adds to our knowledge of the progradation and organization of deep-water slope profiles. The flexibility of the generalized model allows application to a range of datasets at variable scales in depositionaly similar yet geographically separated environments.
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